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Nigeria’s Polaris Digitech becomes a reseller for ImStrat Corporation’s Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Training Programs
ImStrat Corporation is pleased to announce the global expansion of its (ISR) Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance training services by establishing a reseller agreement with
Nigeria’s Polaris Digitech. The company will be ImStrat Corporation’s authorized Nigerian
business partner for ImStrat Corporation’s ISR training programs and individual courses.
“Polaris Digitech has strong relationships with national and local government agencies and
departments and has developed a solid reputation. We are looking forward to working with
Polaris and building on our mutual synergies and success” says founder and President Tom Last.
According to CEO of Polaris Digitech, Niyi Okuboyejo, “We are excited about this new
relationship which strategically positions us to provide world class Geospatial Intelligence
(GEOINT) support services to defence and security organizations in Nigeria. Building personnel
capacity at this point in time is a necessity and there is undoubtedly an opportune gap that
must be filled as a complement to the GIS services, which we currently provide across all
sectors of the Nigerian economy.”
Polaris Digitech is an efficiently well‐run company of professionals set on impacting on the
planning and implementation of rural and urban development and infrastructure in Nigeria
through the development and deployment of comprehensive and up‐to‐date geo‐information
management systems.
The company was established in 2002 with a vision to be a dominant 21st century Surveying and
Geographical Information technology outfit, spearheading the growth of a new phenomenon in
the Nigerian Geospatial Data industry. Polaris, as it is referred to by its wide range of clientele,
utilises Location Intelligence (LI) and information‐rich data to revolutionize the way individuals
and organizations conduct business.
For more information on Polaris Digitech Limited, please visit; www.polarisdigitech.net

ImStrat Corporation is a privately held Canadian defence company that has been providing
Intelligence and Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT) Analysis training to both Canadian and
international military personnel since 1997. ImStrat’s personnel come from Canadian and
European NATO military backgrounds. Our programs and training courses follow Canadian
military and NATO standards. We continue to meet our demanding ongoing annual and multi‐
year training commitments to our clients with the highest professional standards. Whether
your organization requires the development of a GEOINT capability or annual customized
courses such as SAR Basics or Advanced, we can accommodate your specific training
requirements.
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